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Magnetotunneling spectroscopic probe of quantization due to inhomogeneous strain
in a SiÕSiGe vertical quantum dot
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A columnarp-Si/SiGe quantum dot is etched from a strained layer structure. The creation of the stress-free
lateral face of the column results in a spatially inhomogeneous strain field within the dot which can induce
lateral quantum confinement, in addition to the usual vertical confinement. As a result, a fine structure appears
in the resonant tunneling current-voltageI (V) characteristics. Here we present the magnetotunnelingI (V,B)
characteristics in parallel magnetic fieldBi I which provide an experimental probe of the hole states confined
by the radially symmetric strain-induced potential in the quantum dot. The evolution of the fine structure with
B reveals the influence of the magnetic confinement on the resulting one-dimensional ringlike hole subbands,
which is consistent with numerical analysis of hole states of the quantum dot in magnetic field.
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In the past decades rapid progress in epitaxial techno
has made possible high-quality resonant tunneling device
numerous semiconductor heterostructures.1,2 Advances in
fabrication technology make it possible to fabrica
submicron-scale resonant tunneling~RT! diodes in which lat-
eral confinement of the tunneling electrons is imposed so
to induce additional lateral quantization first observed
III-V quantum dots.3–5 Si/SiGe double-barrier RT device
have drawn attention due to their potential compatibility w
Si technology as well as new effects arising from strain.

Lattice mismatch between Si and SiGe introduces bia
strain in the epitaxial layer, which remains homogeneous
long as the strained layer thickness stays below a cer
critical thicknesshc .6 The strain lifts the degeneracy of th
heavy-hole~HH! and light-hole ~LH! valence-band edge
and reshapes the HH and LH dispersions. When a quan
dot is etched out of the strained heterostructure, the bia
strain can relax as demonstrated by Raman spectrosc7

and resonant tunneling measurements.8,9 Recently, experi-
ments have confirmed that the strain relaxation in the qu
tum dot is inhomogeneous, which induces additional late
confinement of holes in the quantum well.8–10 We have uti-
lized RT measurement to probe the inhomogeneous stra
an individual Si/Si0.8Ge0.2 double-barrier quantum dot. Th
fine structure in the HHI (V) characteristics reveals the di
crete hole states confined by the in-plane ringlike poten
associated with an axially symmetric strain distribution
the quantum well. The evolution of the fine structure w
magnetic field shows the competition between the magn
confinement and the inhomogeneous-strain-induced la
potential, which is consistent with our numerical analysis
the density of states of the quantum dot in various magn
fields. The analysis incorporates a nonuniform strain pro
in the partially relaxed quantum dot determined by the fin
element method.

The vertical quantum dot we measured was fabrica
from strainedp-Si/SiGe double-barrier resonant tunnelin
material. The nominally undoped double-barrier region c
sists of a strained 35-Å Si0.8Ge0.2 quantum well confined by
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~12!/7731~4!/$15.00
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two 45-Å Si barriers. There are 200-Å undoped Si0.8Ge0.2

spacer layers graded top1-Si contact regions on either sid
of the active region. Electron-beam lithography was used
define the quantum dot and reactive ion etching was utili
to acquire a deep submicron pillar of nominal diameterD
50.15 mm ~see Ref. 10!. The applied bias between the to
contact and the substrate aligns the hole states in the em
electrode with the quantized hole states in the Si/SiGe qu
tum well, leading to resonantI (V) peaks.2,8 The heavy-hole
and light-hole branches of the hole dispersion give rise
separate two-dimensional~2D! subbands and henceI (V)
peaks. In this paper we will focus on the HHI (V) peak,
because the HH states have a lighter in-plane mass11 and
hence are more sensitive to inhomogeneous-strain-indu
lateral potentials we are interested in.

The HH peak in theI (V) curve of the vertical quantum
dot measured atT51.7 K along with that of a largeD52
mm device are shown in Fig. 1. The shift of the HH peak
the smaller device towards higher bias is due to aver
strain relaxation, as reported previously.8–10We can estimate
the average strain relaxation in our device by means of
formation potential theory12 combined with a self-consisten
calculation of the potential distribution over the activ
region.8,10 The observed shift in bias of about 100 mV co
responds to;15 meV increase in the energy of the HH su
band with respect to the Fermi sea in the emitter. T
change of subband energy can be converted into;70% re-
laxation of the original strain energy by using deformati
potential theory and 636 Luttinger-Kohn Hamiltonian.11–13

These estimations are consistent with our finite element
culations as shown in Fig. 2.

In addition to the overall shift due to average strain rela
ation, there exist several small peaks superimposed on
HH resonant peak of theD50.15 mm device while the ref-
erence line shape of theD52 mm device is quite smooth
without any fine structure. The fine structure appears in b
polarities of bias and is reproducible upon temperature
cling. The separation of the positions of the small pea
range from 10 to 30 mV, which are corresponding to qua
R7731 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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tized hole energy difference ranging from 2 to 7 meV. T
geometric lateral quantization energy;\2/2m* D2 and the
single electron charging energy;e2/C ~whereC is the dot
capacitance to the ground! are too small to account for thes
peaks. The magnitude of the small peaks and the fact
similar fine structure has been observed in other submic
quantum dots made of similar materials exclude the poss
ity of tunneling via impurities in the quantum well.10 Fur-
thermore, unlike the HH peak, the LH resonant peak~not
shown! does not show any fine structure, apart from the s
of peak position arising from average strain relaxation.8 Fine
structure in the LH peak has been observed in a sma
quantum dotD50.1 mm,10 where the strain profile was eve
more inhomogeneous.

We attribute the fine structure to the tunneling into t

FIG. 1. HH resonant tunnelingI (V) and dI/dV characteristics
at T51.7 K of a D50.15 mm vertical quantum dot made o
p-Si/Si0.8Ge0.2 double-barrier material, showing strong fine stru
ture. The dashed line shows the smooth HHI (V) characteristic of a
D52 mm quantum dot for comparison.

FIG. 2. The top curves show the calculated radial strain com
nent« rr (r') for D50.1, 0.15, and 0.2mm devices on the midplane
of the Si0.8Ge0.2 quantum well~full biaxial strain corresponds to
« rr 51). The inset shows the magnified view of the finite elem
mesh for the active region near the sidewall. The bottom curves
the corresponding inhomogeneous-strain-induced in-plane co
ing potentials for HH as a function ofr' in the well. The dashed
lines mark the confined ringlike subbands in theD50.15 mm de-
vice we studied.
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discrete hole states confined by the in-plane inhomogene
strain-induced potential in the quantum well. Finite eleme
simulations based on a linear elastic model are employe
calculate the strain components of cylindrical Si/Si0.8Ge0.2

double-barrier pillars of various diametersD.12 The results
are shown in Fig. 2. The calculated radial strain compon
« rr is plotted as a function of in-plane radiusr' for the D
50.1– 0.2mm range in Fig. 2~top curves!. As shown in Fig.
2, the average strain relaxation becomes larger while
strain profile becomes more inhomogeneous as the siz
the quantum dot decreases. ForD50.15mm device,« rr de-
creases gradually withr' except for a region of increasin
strain near the surface. The resulting ringlike large str
regions exceeds;100 Å with relative« rr ;0.6 whereas the
relative« rr is only about 0.3 in the center of the pillar.

Since the strain in the strained SiGe layer determines
electronic properties of the material, radially inhomogeneo
strain induces a lateral potential for the holes in the well. W
use six-band Luttinger-Kohn Hamiltonian to calculate t
HH subband energy atk'50 as a function of local strain
which is a function of in-plane radiusr' . The lower three
curves in Fig. 2 are the resulting lateral potentials for t
heavy holes in the Si0.8Ge0.2 quantum well. The larger strain
in the ringlike region near the perimeter gives rise to a rin
like confining potential for the heavy holes, which can a
commodate several ringlike bound states of HH. For devi
with D50.2 mm, the heavy holes can be quantized both
the ringlike potential and the central roughly parabolic p
tential, whereas for device withD50.1 mm, the ringlike po-
tential dominates. Analogous inhomogeneous potentials
appear in the emitter, but there they are screened by the l
density of holes. Accordingly, the observed fine structure
mainly the consequence of tunneling of emitter holes into
laterally confined hole states in the quantum well. A fu
scale calculation of the hole states in such quantum dot
extremely complicated, but treating HH as particles of co
stant massm* 50.3me ,14 we obtain several quantized stat
and 1D subbands in both the center region and the ring
region at the perimeter, as shown in Fig. 2.

In order to investigate the hole states in the quantum d
we have measured theI (V) characteristics in different mag
netic fields parallel to the tunneling directionBi I . The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 3, including both bias polarities. A
though the double-barrier heterostructure is nomina
symmetric, dopant migration during the growth introduc
asymmetries in theI (V) characteristics. The fine structure
sharper in reverse bias because the onset of the rising b
ground due to the tunneling through the higher-lying L
subband occurs at a higher voltage. The numbers and
positions of the small peaks and the line shapes ofI (V)
curves in both polarities are similar. Also shown in Fig. 3
the evolution of fine structure in an increasingB field. The
positions have been converted to the relative bias~align-
ment! between the emitter and the well by self-consiste
calculation, with respect to the thresholdVT where the cur-
rent starts to flow~see Fig. 3!. Interestingly, some of the
peaks shift to lower bias asB field is increased, contrary to
our intuition thatB field should increase the energy of th
quantized states. At a field aroundB55 T, some peaks spli
into two.
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FIG. 3. ~a! Heavy-holeI (V,B) curves of theD50.15mm device at variousB in forward bias atT51.7 K. The relative bias~alignment!
between the emitter and the well corresponding to each small peak superimposed on the main HH peak, with respect to the thrVT

where current starts to flow, is plotted as a function of magnetic field.~b! Same data in reverse bias.
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In the magnetic field, the holes are confined by both
lateral inhomogeneous-strain-induced potential and the m
netic field. We expect the evolution of small peaks with ma
netic field to be the consequence of the competition betw
these two confinements. To simplify matters, we consi
HH states to see the inhomogeneous-strain-induced co
ing potential in the quantum well as shown in the lower p
of Fig. 2. The in-plane effective mass of heavy holes is ta
to be constant at 0.3me ,14 irrespective of the in-planek' .
We calculated the density of states for a quantum dot
diameterD50.15 mm in different magnetic fields by a nu
merical method, based on direct discretization of the Sch¨-
dinger equation. In the calculations, we assumed the Ga
ian broadening of the individual states on the order o
meV, to account for finite temperature and scattering-limi
lifetime effects. The results are shown in Fig. 4 with t
lowest curve plots the density of the states atB50. We can
easily discern the three subbands arising from the quan
tion of the ringlike potential at the perimeter together w
weaker quantization from the central parabolic region.

Now consider the situation in which theB field is turned
on. In symmetric gauge, the 2D Landau levels in free sp
are given by

«nl5~n2 1
2 l 1 1

2 u l u2 1
2 !\vc , ~1!

wherel is the angular momentum quantum number, andvc
is the cyclotron frequency. The eigenstates occupy ann
regions that are located farther from the center ifl is larger.
We notice that«nl is independent ofl for l .0. The decreas-
ing magnetization energy compensates the increase of en
due to the increase of angular momentum. In our case
stead of free space, the holes are also confined by
inhomogeneous-strain-induced lateral potential. When
annular region is located in the ringlike well where the l
eral potential is the lowest, we expect the state to have
lowest energy. This is confirmed by our numerical calcu
tions of the energy states in the inhomogeneous-str
induced potential and external magnetic field. In magne
field the ground state has a large angular momentum. On
other hand, a simple model of a circular one-dimensio
wire also indicates the same behavior of eigenstates in m
netic field.15 As the magnetic field increases, the ground st
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of the 1D wire will have higher and higher positive angul
momentum quantum number. Experiments have confirm
this observation in self-assembled quantum rings.16 Conse-
quently, the lowest energy level for each subband is shift
to higher angular momentum as the magnetic field is
creased. In the emitter, on the other hand, the strain-indu
lateral potential is weaker and is also screened by the la
hole density. As a result, the energy of the emitter Land
levels remains relatively insensitive tol. Since tunneling into
the well conservesl as a result of the cylindrical symmetry,17

the RT peaks due to tunneling into the 1D ringlike subban
can be expected to shift to lower bias. Our numerical cal
lations show that the density of states of the lower two
ringlike subbands do not change significantly with the ma
netic field up to 10 T, though the angular momentum sh
to higher value. The third subband, which corresponds to
shallowly bound states near the top of the ringlike poten
well, splits into two smaller bands atB;5 T. The splitting is
the consequence of the interaction between the ringlike c
finement and the central parabolic potential within the p
pendicular magnetic field. The magnetic length at 5 T, wh

FIG. 4. Density of laterally quantized states of aD50.15 mm
quantum dot in different magnetic fields, calculated by numeri
method using the lateral inhomogeneous-strain-induced pote
shown in Fig. 3. The calculations assume;1 meV broadening of
individual hole states.
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is around 150 Å, is comparable with the width of the top
the ringlike well. Thus, our very simple model is in goo
qualitative agreement with the experiment, but we stress
a more thorough analysis, including the complexities of
valence band dispersion, is needed for a true quantita
model.

In conclusion, magnetotunneling is utilized to probe t
effects of inhomogeneous strain and associated hole stat
an isolated verticalp-Si/Si0.8Ge0.2 double-barrier resonant
tunneling structure of diameter;0.15 mm. Several small
peaks superimposed on the dominant HH peak were
served. We attribute the fine structure to the tunneling i
the ringlike hole subbands quantized by the in-plane ring
confining potential arising from inhomogeneous strain in
quantum well. The experimental observations are consis
with our finite element calculation of the strain profile a
numerical calculations of the density of states based in
pl
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inhomogeneous-strain-induced potential. Ringlike structu
have been investigated by various methods such
millimeter-wave spectroscopy,18 and far-infrared transmis
sion spectroscopy,16 usually performed on large numbers
devices simultaneously, as well as Ahronov-Bohm cond
tance measurement.19 The inhomogeneous strain relaxatio
in the quantum dot provides another way to make a sin
mesoscopic ring structure, and tunneling spectroscopy ca
utilized to probe the resultant 1D ringlike subbands. T
above studies also show that the inhomogeneous strain re
ation in strained structures can induce large variations
their electronic properties.
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